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LindabFacadeCassettes
Lindab Coverline ™
A beautiful surface that stands up
to close inspection
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we simplify construction
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Exclusive and tailor-made

You will give your property an attractive and durable exterior with
Lindab’s Facade Cassette. The inspiration for the cassettes is taken
from the pure, Scandinavian architectural tradition with its consistent
lines and modern image.
You design the facade according to your own wishes
We simply tailor-make the cassettes so that they match the requirements and conditions that exist for your property. The same applies
to the choice of colour. You can choose between our eleven standard
colours or choose your own powder coating from a wider selection.
Lindab’s Facade Cassettes are developed for a demanding climate.
They are manufactured in robust thin sheets and maintain their finish
year after year.
Lindab’s Facade Cassettes in brief
• complete solution
• smart construction
• simple projection
• all the colours of the rainbow
• Art - possible to have bitmap punched images on the cassettes
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Designing

Depending on how the building is to be designed,
facade cassette Premium or façade cassette Classic
will suit your building in different ways.
Facade Cassette Premium
Facade Cassette Premium is an elegant and durable wall covering
system. It can be used to cover the whole facade, or just parts of it.
The click-design facilitates the installation and minimizes temperature
tension between the cassettes. To simplify the installation each
cassette-size has its own ID-number marked on the installation
drawing as well as on the cassettes. The cassettes are designed with
drip angle to prevent corrugation. The bottom surface is also provided
with punched holes, to increase the ventilation. When the cassettes are
assembled, all fastenings are hidden.
Facade Cassette Classic
Facade Cassette Classic is a basic way of creating an elegant wall
surface. When the cassettes are assembled, the attachments of
the screws are visible
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Designing

This type of alignment can be made with both Facade

This type of alignment can be made with both Facade

Cassette Premium and Facade Cassette Classic.

Cassette Premium and Facade Cassette Classic.

This type of alignment can be made with

This type of alignment can be made with

Facade Cassette Classic.

Facade Cassette Classic.
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Lindab Facade Cassette Art

Design your own unique facade cassette with Lindab Art Designer
Facade Cassette Art
Lindab Art Designer is a new way to create a unique expression on
facades using your own design outline. By using pattern perforated
facade cassettes your image or text can easily be placed on a facade.
You can also choose to backlight the facade to get an extra effect
when it’s dark.
Conditions for perforation
Lindab will require artwork in the right resolution and size along with
details of your preferred cassette type. We will then submit a proposal
to be approved by the client before production. We reserve the right to
modify or adjust the image to fit the facade.
It is also a prerequisite, that the client has the right to use
the images provided.
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Different solutions for
different purposes

Complete solution

Facade cassette Premium

Facade cassette Classic

We have left nothing to chance.
The lining of the windows and doors as
well as the corner finish is designed to
give the facade an elegant appearance.
You acquire a complete solution where
colour, surface and material create an
exclusive ensemble.

Lindab’s facade cassettes Premium
are very easy to assemble. It is simply
a case of clicking them together and
fastening with screws. This makes the
assembly both quick and easy. A small,
yet significant, detail is the cassette’s
drip, which prevents water collecting in
the joints.

Lindab’s facade cassette Classic allows
you to, in an easy way, create elegant
wall surfaces. You will with these
cassettes also get greater freedom
in choice of alignment.

Antique
white

Silver
metallic

Anthracite
metallic

Anthracite
matt

Dark grey

Graphite
grey

Black

Coffee brown

Brown

Dark red

Tile red

Copper
metallic

Rubigo and Magestic

All the colours of the rainbow

Lindab facade cassettes can also be
delivered in weather steel material which
after time will get a nice rust patina that
lasts year after year.

Lindab Facade Cassette Premium is
available in two surface treatments,
HBP and powder coating.
Choose between our eleven tasteful
standard colours or powder coating.

Choose powder coating
and get an unlimited
colour selection.

Or Magestic (zinc magnesium) that is
durable and ages in style over time.
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At Lindab, good thinking is a philosophy that guides us in everything we do. We have made it our
mission to create a healthy indoor climate – and
to simplify the construction of sustainable buildings. We do that by designing innovative products and solutions that are easy to use, as well
as offering efficient availability and logistics. We
are also working on ways to reduce our impact on
our environment and climate. We do that by developing methods to produce our solutions using
a minimum of energy and natural resources, and
by reducing negative effects on the environment.
We use steel in our products. It’s one of few materials that can be recycled an infinite number of times
without losing any of its properties. That means
less carbon emissions in nature and less energy
wasted.

We simplify construction

www.lindab.com

